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Demand
High GDP growth and increasing corporate entry is driving hotel demand in the business and 
conference segment. The aid and diplomatic segments continue to provide the majority of the market 
demand in Addis Ababa. Ethiopia has a strong domestic economy which is driving demand growth in 
the mid-market.

Supply
Addis Ababa has a quality supply of 31 hotels and a total of 3,130 keys currently in the market, giving 
an average number of 100 rooms per hotel. Branded supply is very low, with only Starwood, Rezidor, 
Marriott and Louvre present. Future supply is predominantly branded.

Performance
Addis Ababa achieved an occupancy of 58% at an average daily rate of USD 220 in 2015*. We 
estimate market wide occupancy at 65% at an ADR of USD 135. Once the locally branded quality 
supply is included.

Investment
Addis Ababa has received significant investment into the hotel sector in recent years, with a number 
of successful local entrepreneurs investing in hotels. This has largely shaped the type of supply in the 
market, with few of these investors having turned to global brands to manage their properties. The 
extensive list of branded hotels that has been announced, is evidence that this trend has changed. The 
easier access to finance and technical service expertise associated with having a  brand are driving 
this change. The latest branded entrants are the Marriott Executive Apartments and the Golden Tulip 
Addis Ababa, with the Ramada Addis Ababa scheduled to open in Q2 2016. Assets are tightly held 
and liquidity is low. 

Outlook
Corporate demand growth prospects are positive with strong GDP forecasts and growing regional 
demand, complimenting the significant and well established aid and diplomatic markets that are 
already present in the city. Performance will be shaped by the extensive supply pipeline of hotels 
across the city during the coming years. Many of these projects have stalled, the expectation of further 
delays and projects being put on hold, is likely to offer existing players in the market some respite. On 
the whole we are positive about the performance outlook, yet caution against potential oversupply. 

Key recent openings
Marriott Executive 
Apartments
Golden Tulip

Key future openings
AU Grand Hotel
Pullmann
Crowne Plaza 
Ramada
Best Western

58% 
Occupancy*

295
New rooms in 2015

220 USD
ADR*

Addis Ababa is a fast growing regional economic center and the capital of Ethiopia. It is home to 
the African Union, the UN Economic Commission for Africa, foreign missions, regional NGO’s and 
the UN Conference Centre. Due to its regional political status Addis is often referred as the political 
capital of Africa. Ethiopian Airlines has become a major demand driver, servicing 101 destinations 
from Bole International Airport. Economic growth is further increasing demand at +8% per annum. 
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Addis Ababa Hotel Market Trends
Behind the supply growth
Addis Ababa is poised to undergo a high level of supply growth 
during the next five years with a total of 2,375 rooms (76%) 
having been announced. We anticipate that 50% of this supply 
(1,188 rooms) to be completed, with cash flow constraints, low 
access to debt funding and a shortage of foreign currency holding 
back further supply growth. Promotors with stronger balance 
sheets, technical support and access to foreign currency have a 
higher likelihood of completing their developments. The result of 
this is a more measured and appropriate supply pipeline of new 
hotels.  New supply is increasingly branded with this growing to 
46% by 2020. 

Bole bound demand
The majority of hotel demand generators are found 
in the districts of Kirkos and Bole, where  diplomatic 
missions and larger corporates are situated.

The Bole area is a new area expanding to the southeast 
of the city centre, between Kirkos and the International 
Airport. This area is expected to experience the 
largest growth of hotel supply over the coming five 
years by 70% to 1499 rooms driven by availability and 
affordability of land and ease of access. 

Whilst supply is increasingly shifting south-east, the 
key demand generators are likely to remain in Kirkos, 
with the midscale demand likely to shift towards Bole. 
The growing presence of Ethiopian Airlines further 
underpins demand into this node and hotels near the 
airports have been announced including a hotel funded 
by HNA and Ethiopian Airlines.

Room Supply by grading 2000-2020
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What drives Addis Ababa demand?
Addis Ababa has three distinct demand segments, namely the corporate market, aid and diplomatic markets. The corporate market is 
primarily domestically driven, with a limited presence of international companies despite the high growth in the economy. This segment 
typically uses 3-star unbranded hotels. There are signs that the Ethiopian economy is opening up and although this trend is anticipated 
to be gradual, it will ultimately increase corporate entry into the market and subsequently hotel demand from the international corporate 
market. We are already starting to see this happen with the number of regional and business travelers to the market growing steadily. 
The 4- and 5-star markets are in turn primarily driven by the aid and diplomatic markets. The city is home to the world’s third highest 
concentration of embassies as well as the African Union headquarters, which collectively generate the majority of the diplomatic 
market. The various conflicts affecting neighboring countries and its history of donor presence make Addis Ababa one of the largest 
global bases for NGO’s and aid agencies. 
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